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The International Conference “New Developments in Sheet Metal Forming” in Stuttgart / Germany is organized every second year alternating with the International Conference “New Developments in Forging Technology”. Main goal of both conferences is to join engineers and specialists in metal forming technologies from industry and scientists from universities on a common communication platform. Debates and discussions revealing diverging opinions and perspectives on newest trends in metal forming technology, analyses of current state of the art as well as targets to be reached in research and development in the field of sheet metal forming technologies are highly appreciated during both days of this year’s conference.

The Institute for Metal Forming Technology (IFU / Stuttgart / Germany) annually organizes this venue in collaboration with Forschungsgesellschaft Umformtechnik mbH (FGU / Stuttgart / Germany). For many years, the concept of conference has focused on an effective transfer of scientific results into value added chains of producing companies, which are quite active in forging and such dedicated market segments. The presented topics of selected papers of the conference therefore have to be evaluated in the context of current research activities in sheet metal forming, hot forming, and tool design in Europe, the United States, and Asia. Finally, contributions during the conference also intend to present strategic issues of more general topics in production of sheet metal components to external specialists and to figure out the recent state of the art on an international level.

Within the scope of this two-day conference, experts from both universities and industrial companies will present their papers. The topics presented include running investigations and projects being launched in several European and Asian sheet metal forming companies, suppliers of semi-finished products, press machine manufacturers and software vendors addressing their newest achievements. Thus, participants i.e. readers of proceedings respectively, can expect an adequate mix of practical-oriented and theoretical contributions and papers. Stimulated by several contributions supplied by partners of the hosting institute, this year special attention is paid to present and to publish modern practical solutions in sheet metal forming linked with new approaches to integrate sensors into forming equipment such as forming tools or presses in order to control process development during series production. Therefore, one session of the conference is dedicated to the topic “Digitalization in / of Production”.
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Hopefully collection of released papers may meet the expectations of our regular guests and conference attendees to take as much as possible into their own day-to-day work. Unfortunately in 2020 it was not allowed to arrange international conferences because of further spread of the virus COVID-19 during spring and summer months, hopefully we will meet again in 2022.

I would like to thank all authors for contributing and feeling inspired to publish this proceedings at least electronically! I am sure that this collection of papers potentially being presented on May 12th-13th, 2020 in the Schwabenlandhalle in Fellbach / Germany will be dispatched widely and will be available to all international experts involved.

Sincerely yours,

Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dr. h. c. Mathias Liewald MBA
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AutoForm Software Solutions for Sheet Metal Forming

AutoForm is your trustable partner for the digital transformation of your engineering and manufacturing processes in sheet metal forming.

Our portfolio of software products enables you to address complex issues that arise in practice and to achieve a new level of competitiveness in various industries.

Appliances

Aerospace

Automotive

www.autoform.com
MN Coil Servicecenter is the market-leading supplier of customized 2D precision aluminum blanks for the mobility industry. We stand for a modern and highly automated production. Our patented HSC cutting process (EP 2886231 B1) guarantees highest surface quality, first-class design of the blank edge and the best possible forming result with optimized material usage. We are DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 and IATF 16949 certified and registered with Achilles Automotive. Get in touch with us – we look forward to your inquiry.

* Compared to laser cutting. For more information, see paper.

MN Coil Servicecenter

The specialists in 2D precision aluminum blanks

20% HIGHER RESIDUAL FORMABILITY*

Cutting to length
Slitting
Profile cuts

Step 1
Step 2
Step 3

mn-coil.de
Wir sind ein junges Unternehmen und Zulieferer der Automobilindustrie. Unsere Dienstleistungen umfassen die Bereiche:

- Methodenplanung
- Wirkflächen-Erstellung
- NC Programmierung
- Tiefziehsimulation
- Prüfvorrichtungen und Lehren
- Bombierung

www.ctk-cad.com · Ihr Partner für Konstruktion und Simulation · www.methodenplan.de